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Over the years there has been a transition from vocational shop classes to what is 

now called technology education.  Many schools are changing their classroom structure 

from a traditional style of teaching to modular instruction.  With this evolution, various 

questions can be raised.  There are many companies that manufacture technology 

modules, which modules will be chosen?  Which modules best fit the curriculum?  The 

biggest concern is whether the modules meet the current state standards.  The Wisconsin 

State Standards have only been implemented since 1998.  Technology modules are also a 

newer concept for technology education classrooms. 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate how well technology education modules 

meet the current Wisconsin Model Academic Standards for Technology Education, 

published by the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (1998).  There are a variety 

of reasons this research was done.  Technology modules have not been around long in   
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classroom settings.  Another reason would be the advent of new technology education 

standards brought forth by the state of Wisconsin.  There has been an increase of school 

districts implementing modular classrooms.  This study would be an asset to any district 

thinking about technology modules for their classes, and if they do meet state standards. 

This study may also help determine if technology modules purchased prior to 1998 meet 

current state standards. 

There are four main content standards within the Wisconsin Model Academic 

Standards for Technology Education: Human Ingenuity, Systems, The Nature of 

Technology, and The Impact of Technology.  Each category contains specific 

performance standards that students will need to pass by the end of fourth, eighth, and 

twelfth grades.  Scantech technology modules were used for this study because those are 

the modules used in the West Allis school district.  The technology modules used are for 

the eighth grade “tech mods” class at the two middle schools.  The module’s 

competencies were evaluated to see whether they met the Wisconsin standards for 

technology education. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Overview of Technology Education 

In Wisconsin, technology education concepts such as manufacturing, 

construction, communications, and transportation are being taught.  The primary 

emphasis is that students understand these concepts and become technology literate.  

Manufacturing deals with making of goods, while construction is the way things are 

built.  Communications is concerned with how we communicate in society and 

transportation touches on all of the different modes used to travel.  

  Many technology education classrooms are changing from a traditional or 

vocational style of classroom to a computer-assisted form of teaching called 

technology modules. These technology modules are becoming a trend in linking 

curriculum and technology education.  According to Wei-Kun and Welty (1995): “In 

order to update technology education in secondary schools, a modular approach using 

Individualized Instructional Materials (IIMs) is being implemented across the 

country” (p. 321).  The modular approach gives students a breadth of technology. 

  Most modules use science, math, and English concepts and apply them to 

technology. An example is a module for space technology.  In this module, the 

student must use math to calculate propulsion for lift-off.  Reading comprehension is 

a vital ingredient in all technology modules.  The student must follow detailed 

technical instructions to finish activities and answer questions.  According to 

Daugherty and Foster (1996), the modular approach in technology education is: “an 

exciting, efficient, and effective student-centered means of introducing students to a 
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variety of broad technological concepts” (p. 28).  The authors point out that many of 

the modules used encourage the integration of school subjects with technology.   

Many technology education departments offer a course in exploring 

technology.  This class is an introduction of concepts from the four main areas of 

technology, which are manufacturing, construction, communications, and 

transportation.  These classes may be taught using the modular approach.  The class, 

depending on different variables, can consist anywhere from 10 to 20 modules.  

Students work alone, or in pairs at each module for the number of days or hours it 

takes to complete the module. Depending on the amount of time allotted, semester, 

trimester, quarter, or year, those students would spend roughly one class to two 

weeks, again depending on complexity, content, supporting equipment, and activities, 

at each assigned module.  The module curriculum is designed to teach one or more of 

the areas of technology.  The modules use individualized instructional material to 

complete objectives. 

A computer is the main equipment for technology modules.  Most of the work 

is done on the computer.  For example, in a module dealing with Computer Aided 

Publishing, the student would use the computer to write text and configure graphics.  

However, in a CNC milling module, the computer is used not only to set up and run 

the milling machine, but also to complete assignments. 

  Most modules are set up so each student completes a daily activity.  Many 

modules start by completing a pre-test of the module.  This section is normally not 

graded as part of the module.  It is used only as a measuring tool for the posttest, 

which is taken after completing all of the activities in the module. 
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The modular classroom is relatively new to technology education.  According 

to Wei-Kun and Welty (1995): “The adoption of modular programs using IIMs in 

secondary education is still in the developmental stage” (p. 12).  This is true even 

today because vendors constantly update and expand their software every year.  

A technology education course that offers modules relies on computer-

assisted instruction (CAI).  CAI is being used more and more due to advances in 

technology over the last few years.  According to Sleeman and Wang (1993): “When 

used as an educational supplement to the teacher and/or text, the computer may: 

Motivate students; teach logic; apply knowledge learning in class; test a student’s 

maximum ability; prepare and develop tests; allow practice for the slow learner; and 

actively involve the student in the learning process” (p. 341). Teachers also have to 

take on the ramifications of relying solely on the computer in the classroom.  Some 

researchers have argued that a computer is only a vehicle that delivers instruction but 

does not itself affect student achievement (Sleeman & Wang, 1993). 

There are two ways to implement modules into the classroom.  The first, is 

buying a commercially developed module.  There are many vendors available to 

purchase and select the modules.  When a module is purchased, the curriculum and 

equipment are included in the purchase price.  The teacher works as a facilitator in 

class and for set up and maintenance.  There are a variety of different modules to 

choose from depending on the vendor. 

The second method is for the teachers to create their own module.  Daugherty 

and Foster stated in The Technology Teacher (1996), 
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A number of technology teachers have utilized these many resources and have 

developed modules that fit the idiosyncrasies of the teachers, community, and 

students.  This powerful strategy allows teachers to use professional 

knowledge to develop what is best for their students and for the individual 

classroom dynamics.  If teachers have the time and ability, a module 

developed especially for their students is the most effective. (p. 27) 

It is difficult to decide which modules should be a part of the curriculum, 

because there are so many options to choose from.  Both national and state standards 

have been implemented since 1998.  According to Galluzzo (1996): “Over the past 

few years, state and national leaders have expressed concern over attempts to 

reconfigure schools toward a more results-oriented enterprise” (p. 12). 

Technology Education Standards   

Technology education standards have been developed based upon student 

performance.  The State of Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction released its 

standards for technology education in 1998.  

The Wisconsin Standards for Technology Education are divided into four 

main content standards: Human Ingenuity, Systems, The Nature of Technology, and 

The Impact of Technology.  These four categories each contain performance standard 

that students should meet by certain grade levels.   

How well commercially prepared modules meet the Wisconsin State 

Standards for technology education should be a major factor in purchasing modules.  

 West Allis is a large suburb of Milwaukee located in the Southeast corner of 

Wisconsin.  The community is made up of commercial and private industry, and 
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considered extremely blue-collar.  The West Allis School District consists of 12 

elementary schools, two middle schools, and two high schools. There are 

approximately 1500 students enrolled at the middle schools, and 3100 students attend 

the two high schools with a total enrollment of approximately 9200 students. 

Technology education classes are offered at the two middle schools, as well 

as, the high schools.  Frank Lloyd Wright has two technology classes that are 

mandatory.  A seventh grade class that deals with graphics and computer aided 

publishing, and an eighth grade introduction to technology modular class.  Also 

offered in seventh grade is a multi-media class.   A fabrication class is offered for 

eighth graders.  Both classes are electives. 

This differs at West Milwaukee Middle School, which offers only the modular 

classroom setting for both seventh and eighth grades.  This class, however, is offered 

only as an elective. 

The two technology labs for the middle schools consist of 20 modules each.  

The modules range from graphics and animation to rocketry and space.    The 

modules work on a 10-hour rotation. Each student completes a pretest, 10 

assignments, and a post-test.  All students complete a workbook to answer questions 

corresponding to certain assignments from that module.  The assignments consist of 

reading technical directions and following the module guide.   Students perform 

hands-on activities in the assignments that relate to their module.  The post-test is an 

overview of the assignments from the module.  After all of the work is complete the 

student will rotate to another module.  
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Although many vendors of technology education modules exist, L.J. 

Technical Systems were chosen.  The Scantech 2000 modules from L. J. were chosen 

because the West Allis school district has two labs, one at each middle school.  The 

district also uses certain software from L. J. in the high schools for technology 

education classes.   

Problem Statement 

The technology module is a relatively new concept in technology education. 

The Wisconsin State Standards, which have only been in effect since 1998, are also 

relatively new.  The West Allis School District has implemented commercial 

technology modules in the classroom before the state standards took effect.  Research 

needs to be done to determine whether those technology education modules meet the 

current Wisconsin State Standards for technology education. 

 Purpose of Study 

The purpose for this study is to evaluate the competencies for each module to 

see if they meet the Wisconsin State Standards for technology education. Data will be 

collected and put into a graph during the Spring of 2003 to see if the West Allis 

school district’s modules meet those standards.  

Research Questions 

There are five main questions for this research. 

1.  How do the specific modules meet the Wisconsin performance standards 

for technology education dealing with the Nature of Technology?                   

2.  In what ways do the modules meet the Wisconsin performance standards 

for Systems? 
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3.  How do the modules meet the Wisconsin performance standards for 

Human Ingenuity? 

4.  How do the modules meet the Wisconsin performance standards for Impact 

of Technology? 

5.  How can the modules be modified to meet the Wisconsin performance 

standards if they do not? 

Significance of the Problem 

 There are two problems that were encountered that need to be addressed with 

this research. 

1.  Now more than ever technology education departments seem to be 

transforming their classes from an industrial arts setting to more of a modular type of 

atmosphere.  A teacher can change their curriculum to meet state standards when 

using a traditional method of teaching.  However, when a teacher purchases their 

modules from a vendor they need to know what type of curriculum is being taught, 

and make sure that it meets the recommended standards for that district.  This is 

because the curriculum is purchased as part of the modules and equipment.  When 

this occurs, the teacher has little flexibility in changing that curriculum to meet the 

standards. 

2. This study will provide some analysis of how well a few Scantech modules 

meet the Wisconsin State Standards for technology education. 
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Limitations 

 Here are two limitations of this study. 
 

1.  There are many vendors for technology education modules.  There are a 

variety of modules available from each vendor.  Because of time limitations of this 

study, only one vendor was evaluated.  Other technology education module vendors 

may address the Wisconsin State Standards more or less frequently. 

          2.  The evaluation of the competencies and whether or not they meet 

performance standards is a subjective judgment.  Deciding whether a competency 

meets a performance standard involves some subjective decisions.  Others may 

disagree with the decisions that were made.  One 

module may ask the student to perform an objective that comes close to meeting a 

standard, but does not entirely meet it.  

Definition of Terms     

 Because there may be terms not familiar to readers, here is a list of 
 
definitions. 
 
 1.  CAI – Computer-assisted instruction 
 

2.  Curriculum – The subject matter that teachers and students cover in their 

studies.  It describes and specifies the methods, structure, organization, balance, and 

presentation of the content. 

3.  IIM – Individualized instructional material 

4.  Industrial Arts – Training within an educational institution that is intended 

to prepare an individual for a particular career or job. 
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5.  L.J. Technical Systems – The company that created the technology 

modules used by The West Allis school district. 

 6.  MATE – A module is defined lab space where students spend a majority of 

their classroom time completing the instructional activities.  This space is equipped 

with all of the instructional material, tools, and equipment that students may require 

to complete the learning activities.  The students follow a unit of self-contained 

instruction that introduces concepts, reinforce the concept and allow for validation 

and evaluation by the instructor. 

7.  Module – A self-contained unit. 

8.  Scantech – The name of the modules created by L.J. Technical Systems. 

9.  Technology – 1. Human innovation in action that involves the generation 

of knowledge and processes to develop systems that solve problems and extend 

human capabilities.  2. The innovation, change, or modification of the natural 

environment to satisfy perceived human needs and wants. 

10.  Technology Education – A study of technology, which provides an 

opportunity for students to learn about the processes and knowledge related to 

technology that are needed to solve problems and extend human capabilities. 
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

Introduction 

 This review of literature will deal with a variety of issues concerning 

technology education.  Some of the issues are: the history of industrial education as it 

evolves to technology education, the current standards at state and national levels and 

how they effect modular curriculum, and advantages and disadvantages of a modular 

classroom. 

Industrial Arts vs. Technology Education 

 There are many schools across the nation that are evolving their curriculum 

from a traditional industrial arts setting to a technology education classroom.  

Industrial arts classes tend to be more of a hands-on approach where you are teaching 

certain skills using tools and machines.  Technology education classrooms tend to 

provide breadth of different types of technology and technology concepts.  In some 

cases, schools will have a dual program that offers both industrial and technology 

education classes.  West Allis, Wisconsin is one of those school districts, offering a 

dual program.  Many schools will use a modular type classroom to teach the 

technology education curriculum.  By using modules, students obtain a breadth of 

different technologies in construction, manufacturing, transportation, and 

communications.  These classes allow schools to continue to teach students how to 

build furniture and repair automobiles.  At the same time, the modular classroom 

allows students to learn the newest technologies available.  One trend is for school 

districts to drop industrial arts classes and convert the entire program to technology 
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education.  Skill acquisition is usually related to industrial arts, whereas technology 

education goes beyond those skills.  According to Zuga (1987): 

Industrial technology education programs prepare students to function in our 

technological society.  They provide application and immediate relevance to 

principles in math, science and other subject areas.  They focus on the 

development and application of industrial technologies, and they develop 

students who are self-learners and problem solvers, as well as self-reliant and 

productive members of society. (p. 53) 

 There are four instructional approaches used for technology education.  The 

problem-solving approach is one.  In this method, students use problem-solving 

strategies to find possible solutions to technological problems.  For example, a 

student would build a roof truss that can support a certain amount of weight, using 

specific materials and methods.  

The second approach is the integrated approach.  This is where a student 

would integrate other subject areas to solve technology problems.  This approach is 

important because it teaches students to use other curricular subjects, such as math 

and science to show how technology impacts those areas.  For example, a student 

would use certain physics concepts for the launch and flight of a rocket.   

 Industrial arts is the third approach, which was already mentioned.  According 

to the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education (Brown, 1999), 

industrial arts is a body of related subject matter organized for the development of 

understanding about all aspects of industry and technology, including learning 

experiences involving activities such as experimenting, designing, constructing, 
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evaluating, and using tools, machines, materials, and processes.  Making a rocket and 

launching it to test the flight and durability would be an example of an industrial arts 

curriculum project. 

 The modular approach is the fourth and last.  This is a computer-aided form of 

instruction that allows students to learn about current technologies.  The modules tend 

to be individualized, self-paced units of instruction.  One example is a module for 

computer aided drafting (CAD).  Students not only use the CAD program, but also 

answer questions about the program on the computer, as part of the module. 

 In a study by Foster and Wright (1997), leaders in technology education were 

surveyed to discover the most preferred approach to teaching technology education.  

The goal for the study was to find out what types of delivery systems best taught 

elementary, middle, and high school students.  The study surveyed 156 teachers from 

the American Vocational Association’s Technology Education Division (AVA-TED), 

the board of directors of the International Technology Education Association (ITEA), 

the recipients of the ITEA’s Teacher Excellence Award, and leaders in the technology 

education departments across the United States.  The results of the survey showed the 

modular approach being the most preferred for the middle school. 

What is Technology Education? 

 Many people look at technology education as a computer class.  Computers 

may be a part of technology education, but only a small part.  Brown states, 

“Technology is considered the know-how that extends human potential and how 

people use resources to meet their needs and wants.” (1999). 
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The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (DPI), defined technology 

as: “the generation of knowledge and processes to develop systems that solve 

problems and extend human capabilities” (1998, p. 12).  Technology education is 

teaching about the resources people use to better themselves.  Wright (1993) gave 

another definition: “Technology education is an educational program that assists 

people to develop an understanding and competence in designing, producing, and 

using technology products and systems, and in assessing the appropriateness of 

technological actions” (p. 3).  The creation of standards and curriculum are based on a 

definition of technology education. 

 In the future, technology will become more complex.  People who live 

through these changes and advancements will need the skills and ability to understand 

new technologies.  In Wisconsin’s Model Academic Standards for Technology 

Education, DPI (1998), defined technology education as: “The need for literacy about 

this human effort, that is, the development and use of technical means, is the role of 

technology education” (p. 12). 

Technology Education Standards 

 In this literature review, different sources of technology standards will be 

presented.  It is important to understand how the Wisconsin standards share common 

themes with national and other state standards.  In many cases, only different wording 

separates the same performance standards.   Reviewing other sources of technology 

standards is relevant because there is not one set of standards used.   

 One set of standards to look at were put together by the International 

Technology Education Association.  The ITEA, with help from the National Science 
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Foundation (NSF) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

helped fund the Technology for all Americans Project (1990).  The Standards for 

Technology Education was created and specifies what technology concepts should be 

learned and taught in school.  The ITEA is the largest professional education 

association devoted to enhancing technology education in schools.  Their summary 

objectives asked the following questions. 

1. What does every student need to know about and be able to do with 

technology? 

          2.  How should the articulated program in technology from K-12 be organized? 

          3.  Is there a structure for teaching technology that can withstand the 

accelerating change in our technological environment? 

At the present time there are no nationally accepted technology standards.  

Each state has implemented their own standards for technology education.  According 

to Galluzzo (1996): “Simply stated, standards provide the guidelines around which 

instruction should be designed because they define the content knowledge and skills 

that practicing professionals believe learners need” (p. 14). 

Wisconsin State Standards 

 In looking at those guidelines, Wisconsin has developed their own set of 

standards for all subjects taught in school.  By August 1, 1998, all public schools in 

Wisconsin were to have academic standards in place for reading, writing, 

mathematics, science, geography and history.  DPI gave the school district a choice in 

either adapting their standards’ or creating their own set of standards.  These subject 

areas defined the range of knowledge used for the Wisconsin Student Assessment 
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Test (WSAS).  The Wisconsin state test assesses all fourth, eighth, and tenth grade 

students in language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science.  The standards are 

much broader than what appears on the test alone.  The DPI has also developed 

academic standards they call “Standards across the Curriculum.”  These are standards 

that community and business members want students to know before they graduate 

from high school.  These standards as published by the DPI (1998) are as follows and 

can be read in Wisconsin’s Model Academic Standards for Technology Education: 

1. Application of the basics. 

2. Ability to think. 

3. Skills in communication. 

4. Production of quality work. 

5. Connecting with community. 

Standards are used in industry to make sure the consumer gets the best quality 

and service possible.  This same type of thinking is why we have standards for 

education.  We need students to strive for the highest level of learning.  Teachers now 

have a guideline to help students achieve that level of learning.  Students have a clear 

expectation of what is to be learned by the time they graduate from public school.  

This is what standards provide.  DPI separates the technology education standards 

into four categories: Nature of technology, Systems, Human Ingenuity, and Impact of 

Technology. 

These academic standards are broken down into performance and content 

standards.  These are important standards that are integrated into the curriculum.  By 

integrating these standards into the curriculum, the students are offered the highest 
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level of education possible.  The performance standards are given for the fourth, 

eighth, and twelfth grade.  The technology teacher is the person who evaluates 

students on the attainment of those standards.  Currently, DPI does not have a 

proficiency standard for technology education. 

 The first academic standard is the Nature of Technology.  The content 

standard states (DPI, 1998): “Students in Wisconsin will understand that technology 

is an extension of human capabilities”(p. 4).  This standard deals with the constant 

changing of technology and how it affects society.  Our use of technology can define 

our society and culture.  According to the DPI (1998), by the end of the eighth grade, 

students will: “Explain the need for and application of knowledge and skills from 

other disciplines when engaging in technological activities” (p. 5). 

 The second academic standard deals with Systems and the content standards 

are that: “Students in Wisconsin will recognize that systems are made up of 

individual components and that each component affects the operation of the systems 

and its relationship to other systems”(DPI, 1998, p. 6).  Our lives are made easier 

because of technological systems.  These systems influence many aspects of society 

such as, building trades and food production.  For example, we no longer have to milk 

cows by hand.  One performance standard reached by the eighth grade states, students 

will: “Compare and contrast the use of tools, processes, and materials in diverse 

applications; such as, auto production, health care, food processing, laboratory 

research, and space exploration” (DPI, 1998, p. 7). 

 The third academic standard deals with Human Ingenuity.  The content 

standard is that: “Students in Wisconsin will be able to define problems, gather 
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information, explore options, devise solutions, evaluate the outcome and 

communicate the results (DPI, 1998, p. 8).  Technology has always been effective in 

helping solve problems.  We need not only to understand technology, but we must 

improve and create new forms of technology.  Humans must use existing 

technologies to develop new versions.  A performance standard to be attained by 

eighth grade is that students will: “Explain and demonstrate several solutions to a 

problem or opportunity using technological design, tools, careful planning, 

experimentation, and testing” (DPI, 1998, p. 9). 

 The fourth standard, Impact of Technology, content standard states: “Students 

in Wisconsin will understand that technology affects society and the environment in 

ways that are both planned and unplanned and desirable and undesirable” (DPI, 1998, 

p. 10).  This performance standard explains both the problems and benefits that 

technology brings.  It shows students that there are different choices for using 

technology.  For example, an eighth grade performance standard states, students will: 

“Explain the importance of making projections, studying scenarios, and making 

thoughtful decisions because of the direct and indirect effects technology will have on 

the future” (DPI, 1998, p. 11). 

Technology Education Modules 

Modules are a new and growing trend in technology education.  Using 

modules to teach requires more facilitation and less traditional lecture and listen type 

of instruction.  There are a variety of resources used for module learning, such as, 

computers, the internet, televisions, and other products and supplies from the module 

vendor.  Modules use a self-directed style of learning where the teacher acts as a 
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facilitator.  In a report found in Best Practice: New Standards for Teaching and 

Learning in America’s Schools (Daniels, 1998): it showed how modules follow many 

of the    “ Common Recommendations of National Curriculum Reports”.  The report 

states what public schools need more and less of and their recommendations. Things 

we need less of, according to the authors, include lecturing, passive student learning, 

one-way presentation of information, and fact and detail memorization.  

 On the other hand, the authors think public schools need more hands-on 

learning and activities.  Teachers need to have a diverse role that includes coaching, 

demonstrating and modeling.  They see teachers developing an interdependent 

community in the classroom.  They feel teachers need to have a variety of different 

types of evaluation and keep track of student’s progress.  In a technology education 

module classroom, many of these points discussed already take place where learning 

has become student-centered. 

 Technology education’s current debate centers on the effectiveness of 

technology education modules.  According to the Journal of Industrial Teacher 

Education (Rogers, 1998): “Since 1985, increasing numbers of industrial teacher 

education programs have been preparing educators for modular technology education 

laboratories” (p. 93).  Many educators believe that modules are taking the skilled 

trade classes away from students.  Industry leaders tend to believe that modules are 

more non-skilled forms of education and will not enable students to develop skills 

needed for industry.  Most of the time, an industrial arts class is project oriented.  

Students build or fix things over a semester or year and learn the skills needed to 

perform that job.  Those learned skills would then help prepare them for employment 
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after graduation.  Modules tend to provide a breadth of different types of technology, 

and never get specific to any one skilled trade.  The student may spend only a 

specified number of days at any one module.  This argument may go on forever and 

opinions will always vary. 

 What is known is that module learning has been around for quite some time.  

Modules are sometimes compared to the old teaching machines in the mid-eighteen 

hundreds.  When a student pressed a specific button, the machine gave instant 

feedback.  Technology modules however, are becoming more popular as technology 

advances.  However, Ruth Streitz from Ohio State University voiced concerns back in 

1939 about using modules for technology education.  She stated: “The canned unit 

robbed the teacher and the pupils of the fun and intellectual stimulation, which comes 

from real discovery and shared enterprises” (p. 258). 

 Programmed instruction evolved from the first teaching machines created by 

Pressey and Skinner.  The three characteristics generally associated with programmed 

instruction are task analysis, behavioral objectives within a unit, and testing to see 

how well the unit of instruction works (Rutkaus, 1987).  The benefit of these 

characteristics is that they cover a variety of information. 

 Although there are benefits of programmed instruction, problems do exist.  

One of the problems linked to programmed instruction is the lack of attention given to 

students.  When students worked on a computer or out of a workbook, they didn’t 

receive a teacher-guided classroom.  The same type of teaching occurs in a modular 

type of class, and may contain the same problems.  Students at the middle school 

level tend to need some type of guided learning.  Middle school students need the 
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help and attention of their teachers for many classroom situations.  Students need 

interaction, which isn’t always present in a modular class.  If a student is having 

problems with a module, they may not speak out or get the help they need.  Although 

the teacher is in the classroom to help with questions, students are usually left on their 

own to complete the assignments.  This makes it hard to stay on task for many 

students, and they may also miss information presented in the module.  This means 

that even though a performance objective may be included in a specific assignment, 

the student may not achieve it.  

 In the 1980’s, when computers became more prevalent in the classroom, we 

started to see more programmed instruction again.  Programmed instruction was 

designed around concepts from the 1960’s, and the same concerns still exist 

(McMeem, 1986).  Now every subject can be taught on the computer with different 

types of software.   

The internet is presently widely used, you can teach an entire class or specific 

units depending solely on the computer.  Most components of computer instruction 

rely on reinforcement of material and an immediate correct response.  The first 

teaching machines also used these characteristics.  Many classes today use a 

combination of traditional lecture, as well as, computer instruction. 

 Many of the modules used today display the same type of characteristics 

found from the 1960’s computer instruction and early teaching machines.  

Programmed instruction can be characterized by clearly stated objectives, self-pacing, 

small frames of instruction, and immediate feedback.  A unit of programmed 

instruction was in fact a small instructional system (Anglin, 1991). 
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With the technology modules used today, we can also find these same 

principles.  Most modules need the student to answer questions correctly before they 

can move ahead.  The computer program requires the students to do this the same as 

the early computer instructed programs were designed.  The students must also follow 

directions in order to advance in the program.  Both of these characteristics are 

similar to programmed instruction. 

 The comparison with Skinner’s teaching machines is similar to today’s 

technology modules.  These modules provide background information similar to 

teaching machines.  Immediate feedback is given as well as pre- and post- test 

evaluations.  All of the activities are explained on the computer.  For example, Bridge 

Builder software allows a student to build a bridge and test it for strength.  The 

modules today are much more complex than the old teaching machines, but the 

delivery is quite similar. 

 On the other hand, there are some differences as well.  The teaching machines 

provide a number of questions for the student to answer.  These questions must be 

answered in order to proceed to the next question.  Technology modules are more 

complicated than that.  Although the student must answer questions, there are a 

variety of different tasks and activities to do.  Some of the activities are done on the 

computer, while others are done in a lab setting or at the table with the materials 

provided for that module.   

According to Petrina (1993), during the 1960’s, a 300 million dollar 

 industry developed around the concept of using teaching machine and programmed 

learning products.  He goes on to say that the use of modules is new to technology 
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education and calls them the “modular approach to technology education” (MATE).  

MATE refers to a total self-contained instructional package.   

 Along with the professionals that are in favor of using modular technology, 

there are critics that believe in traditional industrial arts classes.  Some of these critics 

believe that modules are a step backwards.  Teachers receive a prepackaged module 

with the entire curriculum and little room for their own classroom flexibility.  Critics 

believe that you shouldn’t organize curriculum around machines and equipment. 

They contend that we are merely going back to earlier thinking and redoing what has 

already been done. 

 Another concern for teachers is that the students don’t have enough time to 

really understand each module.  How much can an eighth grade student learn and 

comprehend in five to ten days?  Students get only limited time for each module.  

During that time, they usually take a pre- and post-test, have activities and fill out 

worksheets.  Students don’t really get to explore any technologies, because of all the 

course work required in a short amount of time.  The students may stay busy with 

assigned activities, but are they really grasping the technology concepts they should? 

 One of the biggest concerns that teachers have is that the control is taken away 

from the teacher because of modules.  The companies are the ones who program the 

modules and control what will be covered, instead of the teacher.  The teacher then 

has no input on what will be taught, only which modules that will be used.  The 

curriculum is already chosen before the module is purchased. 

There is an opposing position that argues that teachers are the ones that 

developed the curriculum, therefore teachers have the control over what is in the 
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curriculum for the modules.  But for many, that isn’t enough.  The lack of teacher 

control is described by Petrina (1993) in the following manner: “…the authority of 

teachers and teacher educators to select and fashion their own curriculum is being 

undermined” (p. 75). 

 Another drawback for technology modules is the price.  Every technology 

education class using technology modules can spend thousands of dollars each year 

on supplies and upgrades.  A single module costs around ten thousand dollars, plus 

additional annual costs for supplies.  If a school offers an industrial arts type class 

each year, they need to budget for supplies, repairs, and possibly new equipment.  By 

purchasing a lab, you also need new computers and equipment and must allow for the 

same needs of the industrial arts class.  Many times, if the computer fails, the teacher 

doesn’t have extra computers for those students to work on, and they lose work time 

until the problem is fixed.  Again, it is the lack of flexibility. 

 One of the key concerns that technology education teachers face is how they 

are going to be trained and what they are going to teach.  Technology modules are 

becoming more popular, but many schools still offer traditional industrial arts classes.  

This is a big burden on teachers, as they graduate from different educational 

institutions.  They will need to possess skills for the modules and computers, as well 

as, with various tools and machines. 

 The question still remains then, if you buy pre-packaged technology modules, 

will they meet current standards set by the state?  It is the purpose of this study to 

examine if the technology modules purchased by the school district of West Allis, 

Wisconsin are presently meeting the state standards for technology education. 
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Chapter III 

Methodology 

Introduction 

 The literature review (chapter II) revealed that technology education has two 

newer developments.  The first is the trend toward using commercially designed 

modules to teach technology education.  The second is a new set of state technology 

standards that are now in place to insure that students achieve certain objectives by a 

specific grade level.  With these standards in place, educators need to examine their 

current technology education curricula to see if it meets current state standards.    

Further research is needed to determine if technology modules meet the current 

standards set up by Wisconsin for technology education. 

Module Selection 

 There are many technology education module vendors available today. The 

newer modules already come with the curriculum programmed in to meet the state 

standards.  In the West Allis school district, they purchased their modules prior to 

1998, and before the Wisconsin State Standards were implemented. 

This study will determine if the modules used in the West Allis school district 

meet the state standards.  There are twenty different modules used in the West Allis 

school district for the technology modules class offered to the eight graders at Frank 

Lloyd Wright and West Milwaukee Middle Schools.  L.J. Technical System’s 

Scantech 2000 modules are being used for this study because West Allis uses those 

modules exclusively. 
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Instrumentation 

 A grid system will be used for this study, as shown in Table 4 on pages 58-73.  

The grid will consist of the content standards for technology education set on top.  

Each module has performance objectives to be reached by the student upon 

completion of that module.  The performance objectives will be on the left side of the 

grid.  This type of instrumentation will show which content standards are met by the 

module’s performance objectives.  A mark will show which standards are being met 

and which are not.  The marks will line up with the standards being addressed. 

Data Collection  

 For the collection of the data, a comparison on the content standards to the 

performance objectives will be calculated.  The standards being met will be 

documented on the grid being used.  Each module’s performance objectives will be 

compared to the content standards to see whether they are being met. 

Limitations of the Grid System 

 There are three limitations that may affect this study. 

1. There are many vendors and types of modules being used.  

Because of time limitations, only the modules used in the West Allis school district 

are being evaluated.  Other modules may contain more or less state standards. 

           2.  There can be some manipulation with the way one person reads the state 

standards, and it is a subjective interpretation of whether or not the standard has been 

met. 

           3.  The grid system being used is just one way to link the data. There are a 

variety of ways to record data.   
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Summary 

 With the methodology provided in this chapter for matching the Wisconsin 

State Standards with technology modules, this study will determine whether West 

Allis’ technology modules meet those state standards. 
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Chapter IV 

Findings and Analysis of Results 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this study is to determine if the technology modules used in 

the West Allis school district meet the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction 

(DPI) standards for technology education.  The state standards took effect in 1998.  

West Allis’ technology modules were purchased prior to 1998.  The Chapter II review 

of literature found no studies done on Scantech modules and to determine if they met 

the Wisconsin state standards.  This chapter is concerned with data presentation for 

the evaluation of Scantech 2000 technology education modules only. 

Findings 

 This chapter will deal with the presentation of data that came from the 

evaluation of the Scantech 2000 modules used by the West Allis School District.  The 

modules being evaluated are used in the “technology modules” classes offered at both 

middle schools in West Allis.  The technology modules course consists of twenty 

modules that are available.  Each module includes competencies that the student will 

work through.  This chapter includes the presentation of data on the evaluation of 

these competencies and whether or not they meet each specific performance standard 

for technology education (for students leaving the eighth grade). 

Analysis of Results 

 Table 1, found in the Tables section, lists the Wisconsin Department of Public 

Instruction’s (DPI’s) performance standards that are to be reached by the end of 

eighth grade.  There are also fourth and twelfth grade performance standards 
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published by Wisconsin’s DPI.  Because the research involves only middle school, 

those standards are not part of this chapter.  However, those performance standards 

can be seen in Wisconsin’s Model Academic Standards for Technology Education 

published by the Wisconsin DPI (1998).  This study will concentrate on the 

technology modules class offered at West Allis’ middle schools.  The left-hand 

column, in Table 1, is the Wisconsin DPI character designation for the specific 

performance standard.  The first character in each designation is the letter A,B,C, or 

D.  The “Nature of Technology” category is assigned the letter A.  The “Systems” 

category is represented by the letter B.  The letter C represents the “Human 

Ingenuity” category.  Last is the “Impact of Technology” category that utilizes the 

letter D.  The next character that is included in all of the performance standards used 

in this study is the number eight.  The eight stands for what each student should 

possess by the time they finish eighth grade.  The last number is the position of each 

performance standard in each category.  For example, performance standard A.8.1 

deals with the “Nature of Technology” category.  The number eight deals with what 

the student should know by the end of eighth grade.  The number 1 refers to the 

position of that specific state performance standard in that category.  The right-hand 

column deals with the description of each performance standard. 

Table 2, found in the Tables section, is a list of modules used in the West Allis 

School District for the technology modules course.  This is not a list of all of the 

technology modules offered by Scantech, but only the modules used in the West Allis 

School District.  The first column in Table 2 is the module identification code as 
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designed by Scantech.  All codes begin with the letters ST.  The second column is the 

specific name for that technology module. 

Table 3, found in the Tables section, explains the competencies for each 

Scantech technology module.  The left-hand column in Table 3 is the module and 

competency number designated by Scantech.  The first two letters that are always 

present are for Scantech modules, and the three-digit number refers to a specific 

module, as seen in Table 2.  The next two digits after the dash refer to the sequence of 

the competency for each module. 

Table 4, found in the Tables section, shows the frequency that each 

competency meets the Wisconsin State Standards for Technology Education for the 

technology modules class in West Allis.  The left-hand column in Table 4 is the 

competency code that was described in Table 3.  The next column shows if any 

standard was met for that competency.  If a standard is met, then an X is placed in the 

column designed for that standard. The specific description of the competency is 

shown in Table 3, and the description for the standard can be seen in Table 1.  Some 

of the competencies meet more than one state standard, while other competencies 

meet no state standards.  The competencies are included with the technology module 

booklets that are included with the technology modules from Scantech. The 

researcher determined if the competency met   specific standards. 

Analysis of Data 

Table 5, found in the Tables section, shows the number of competencies that 

meet each Wisconsin technology performance standard for the eighth grade.  The first 

column in Table 5 is the actual state performance standard for technology education.  
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The second column is the number of competencies that meet specific standards.  For 

example, A.8.1 was met by 12 module competencies.  The third column illustrates the 

percentage of times that particular standard was met with the total number of 

competencies.  For instance, if A.8.2 was used 46 times, it was present 18 percent of 

the time.  For the twenty Scantech technology modules used there were a total of 262 

competencies.  One of the standards is present in less than one percent of the 

competencies, and is represented by <1 in column three.  This data was derived from 

Table 4. 

Summary 

 In this chapter the Scantech modules’ competencies were examined to see if 

they met the current Wisconsin State standards for technology education.  Tables 

were created to represent that data.  Table 1 showed the current Wisconsin State 

standards for technology education.  Table 2 listed the Scantech modules used by 

West Allis.  Table 3 represented the competencies for those technology modules.  

Table 4 showed the standards that were met by each competency.  Table 5 displayed 

the frequency at which the standards were met. 

The first two tables were listings of the standards and the technology modules 

being used.  The third table was also a list of what the competencies were for each 

student.  The number of competencies for each module however, was not the same.  

For example, the computer aided design module had six competencies the students 

should meet, while the biomedical technology module had fifteen competencies.  The 

range for the number of competencies per module ranged from six to fifteen.  The 

competencies were addressed throughout the module.  The fourth table shows the 
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state standards that were met by a specific competency.  This table is set up as a graph 

that aligns the standards with the competency.  While many competencies met the 

standards, some did not.  According to the data, most competencies met at least one 

Wisconsin State standard.  Table 5 shows the frequency of how often the 

competencies met a specific standard.  The data was recorded in percentage and 

derived in Table 4. 
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Chapter V 

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

Summary 

Technolog education.  

ules are being used in the classroom to teach technology education.  There 

are man

s” which consists of 

twenty 

ented 

odules prior to 1998, 

before 

pter 

y modules are fast becoming a trend in technology 

These mod

y vendors who manufacture technology modules.  Teachers choose the 

modules that are going to be used for their specific class.   

The West Allis school district uses Scantech technology modules.  Both 

middle schools in the district have a class called “Tech Mod

modules.  Each module has specific competencies that must be met by 

students before they finish the module.   

Wisconsin also has standards for technology education that were implem

in 1998.  West Allis had purchased their technology education m

the standards were complete.  This study examined how the Scantech 2000 

technology modules met Wisconsin State Standards for Technology Education.  

Chapter IV of this study discussed the frequency of the state standards meeting the 

module competencies.  This chapter will be concerned with conclusions from cha

IV data and recommendations. 

Conclusions  

 The conclusions made in this chapter were determined from the data in 

he data were very subjective in nature, so strict determinations were 

ade r .8.4: 

Chapter IV.  T

m egarding the competencies addressing the standards.  For example, item A

”Determine that technological knowledge is valuable but not always available to 
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everyone on an equal basis”, is very subjective and has to be analyzed carefully.  In 

general, it appears most people believe that everyone has the same opportunity to 

today’s technology, but in many cases that is simply not true.  With various incomes

and age levels, not all students have availability to technology as other students ha

With this in mind, all of the data for the chapter IV competencies were gathered the 

same way.  Another example would be if a standard states to “explain and 

demonstrate” both criteria must be demonstrated by the competency for the standard 

to be met.  In many cases, the competency explained certain criteria, but did

demonstrate it fully, and this is where the strict subjectivity was made for the 

evaluation for those competencies. 

 The “Nature of Technology” performance standards are addressed by 1

competencies.  Specifically, A.8.2 a

 

ve.  

 not 

32 

nd A.8.3 were met by most of that number.  Table 

d 

 in 

t that, 

were met the second highest in total competencies at 132. 

5 shows that A.8.2 was present in 18 percent of the competencies, and A.8.3 was 

present in 12 percent.  Overall those are low percentages, but for this study those 

percentages are relatively high because most competencies didn’t meet the state 

standards.  The description of standard A.8.2 states, students will “Explain the nee

for and application of knowledge and skills from other disciplines when engaging

technological activities.”  Scientific and mathematic principles are related to 

technology within most of the modules. Also addressed is the application of different 

areas of human knowledge in the competencies.   Technology modules are jus

applied human knowledge.  This category, “Nature of Technology”, has only two of 

seven standards that were met more than six percent of the time, yet these standards 
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 The “Systems” category had the highest number of competencies that met the 

Wisconsin state standards.  Also performance standard, B.8.2 that states, students wil

“Analyze various systems and identify the ways in which t

l 

hey are controlled to 

produce a desired outcome”, was met the most of all competencies.  This standard 

 

esult 

ds 

tate standards were 108 combined for those 

nuity” 

 

e 

  

erformance standards.  Some of the 

compet

 

was used fifty two times for twenty percent frequency.  A module can be considered a

small system and the student can control the outcome.  Input, output, and feedback 

are all components of a module.  You need to input information to get a desired r

so you can move on in the process.  The competencies met the performance standar

in the “Systems” category 145 times. 

 The performance standards of “Human Ingenuity” and “Impact of 

Technology” are met far less than the other two categories.  The highest percentage 

that was met in either category was standard C.8.6 at ten percent.  The total 

competencies that met the Wisconsin s

last categories.  Problem solving is the main principle for the “Human Inge

standards.  Although problem solving is addressed in the modules competencies, they

are not as specific as the actual state standards. 

The performance standards for “Impact of Technology” mainly deal with th

positive and negative impacts that technology has on society and the environment.

These performance standards were met less than five percent.  The competencies tend 

to be broad compared to the complexity of the p

encies did address certain aspects of the standards, but not the entire standard.

 What this study shows is that the competencies tend to be task oriented.  The

technology modules require that certain steps be followed in order to produce a 
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desired outcome.  The modules are used to teach students to complete specific tasks.

Students will learn to create and modify subject matter, but not acquire the ability to 

perform certain state standards.  Many of the Scantech modules deal with the concept

of being task oriented.  The Wisconsin state standards for technology education d

not emphasize the task-oriented objective at the middle school level.  This is why the 

competencies did not meet the state standards that frequently. 

 Based on the research presented in this paper, it appeared that the Scantech 

modules did not sufficiently address the Wisconsin state standards for technology 

education.  There were some state standards that were addressed frequently, but 

eighty percent of those standards were met less than ten percen

  

 

o 

t of the time. 

Recommendations 

 It is recommended that the West Allis school district consider upgrading th

software for the Scantech 2000 modules.  Many times, vendors have updated sof

for technology modules purchased prior to the implementation of state standa

e 

tware 

rds.  

ates will not be free.  Most of the companies that manufacture 

 

 technology 

However, these upd

technology modules make sure they meet current state standards. 

 Another possibility is for the district to revise the curriculum to align the 

modules to meet current state standards.  With the current school budgets shortfall 

this option appears to be a fiscally responsible approach.  Another recommendation

would be to conduct more research.  With the increased number of

modules and vendors available, research should be done to see if any of those 

modules meet the current Wisconsin state standards. 
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Appendix A 

Table 1 

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction Performance Standard Number 

Designation and Performance Description 

Designation  Standard Description

For Students Completing Eighth Grade 

 

A.8.1 Show that technology has allowed us to further the efforts of

 science and, in turn, science has enabled us to develop better       

technology. 

 A.8.2  Explain the ne lication of knowledge and skills

 from other disciplines when engaging in technological 

n

 technology and other disciplines. 

A.8.5  cultures and groups value technology differently 

ce 

 A.8.6 e distribution and access of various technologies and

 

ed for and app

 activities. 

A.8.3  Identify and contrast the connections and differences betwee

 A.8.4  Determine that technological knowledge is valuable but not 

always available to everyone on an equal basis. 

 Analyze how

and how these values influence the development and acceptan

of technology. 

 Analyze th

 explain how inequalities occur because of social and political

 systems. 
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A.8.7  Discover that human will and desire can lead to the design of

 new technology in order to seize an opportunity or solve a  

 problem. 

 B.8.1  Compare and contrast the function of each of the following 

 common elements of technological systems: inputs, processes

 outputs, a

,

nd feedback. 

.8.2  Analyze various systems and identify the ways in which they 

 are controlled to produce a desired outcome. 

B.8.3 Identify potential sources of failure in a system, such as 

se. 

B.8.4 at resources are essential; they must be used 

ne 

 B.8.5 plex systems to determine the ways in

 B8.6 en system; 

 

 

 B

defective parts, maintenance needs, a large number of complex 

components, or use in applications beyond its original purpo

Discover th

effectively to produce a desired outcome, and outputs from o

system may be inputs from another system. 

 Evaluate large and com

 which they are creations of human ingenuity. 

Identify all of the resources necessary for a giv

analyze how the use of the resources will be affected by 

consideration for cost, availability, appropriate application, and 

regard for the environment. 
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B.8.7 Compare and contrast the use of tools, processes, and materials

in diverse applications; such as auto production

 

, health care, 

. 

C.8.1 m not

 C.8.2  or 

 opportunity using technological design, tools, careful planning,

 experimentation, and testing. 

.8.3 Brainstorm and illustrate ways to integrate efficiency into 

design through the reuse of materials, resources, and waste in

C.8.4 

r a process. 

l or 

D.8.1 ting the effects a new technology 

D.8.2 f making projections, studying 

 indirect effects technology will have on the future. 

food processing, laboratory research, and space exploration

 Research and develop a set of solutions to solve a proble

 knowing all constraints. 

 Explain and demonstrate several solutions to a problem

 C

 technological systems. 

 Predict possible outcomes of a newly designed technological

 system. 

C.8.5  Explain the value of technical knowledge and teamwork in the

 development of a devise o

C.8.6 Explain how changing the physical characteristics of materia

the format of information can increase its usefulness. 

Explain the difficulty in predic

will have on society and the environment due to a lack of

 experience with the technology. 

Explain the importance o

scenarios, and making thoughtful decisions because of the 

direct and
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D.8.3  Contrast the advantages and disadvantages of given technology

 and make adjustments or develop new technologies if 

D.8.4 logy 

D.8.5 e technologies they develop 

ir 

 disadvantages outweigh the advantages. 

Explain why people must think about how new techno

might affect other people, societies, and the ecosystem in which 

we live. 

Explain that people can control th

and use and that people are responsible for the effects the

technology has on society and the environment. 
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Appendix B 

able TwoT  

cantech Module Code for their Technology Modules 

odule Code   Module Title 

S

M
ST120    Construction Technology 

T130    Computer Aided Design 

ST140    Basic Electricity 

ST150    Research and Design 

ST160    Health Management 

ST170    Biomedical Technology 

T190    Space Technology 

ST200    Electronic Communications 

ST220    Computer Applications 

ST230    Computer Aided Publishing 

ST240    Robotics and Automation 

ology 

y 

search 

S

S

ST260    Mechanisms 

ST270    Pneumatics 

ST290    Industrial Control Techn

ST300    Graphics and Animation 

ST310    Video Production Technolog

ST340    Computer Aided Writing and Re

ST350    Materials and Processes 

ST370    Navigation and GPS 

ST380    Digital Photography 
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Appendix C 

Table 3 

Scantech Technology Module Competency Codes and Their Description 

Competency Code Competency Description 
 

 construction 

3 nology. 

strates knowledge of 

 

ST120-06  Presents a sol e construction problem. 

7  Uses test equipment to analyze deflection. 

ST120

uakes on skyscrapers. 

s. 

ST130-03  he impact of technology in the field of drafting. 

 

ST130-06  used in CAD. 

ltage, current, and 

ST120-01  Defines construction technology. 

ST120-02 Investigates shapes and materials used in

technology. 

ST120-0  Lists the laws of force used in construction tech

ST120-04 Identifies material properties and demon

their use in construction. 

ST120-05  Recognizes the forces on structures.

ution to a bridg

ST120-0

-08  Calculates insulation efficiency. 

ST120-09  States the effects of earthq

ST130-01  Uses a CAD package to create drawing

ST130-02  Identifies common conventions used in drafting. 

Determines t

ST130-04  Identifies the function of CAD within society. 

ST130-05 Investigates the wide range of CAD applications. 

Identifies technical terms 

ST140-01 Explains the relationship between vo

resistance in a d.c. circuit. 
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ST140-02  Measures fundamental electrical quantities with a multimeter. 

tors and generators. 

in a d.c. 

. 

a conductor. 

 

ST140-11  e to solve circuit problems. 

blem solving loop. 

 

ST150-04 e main components and impacts of transportation 

etic levitation 

ST140-03  Explains the operation of d.c. mo

ST140-04  States the characteristics of electrical charge. 

ST140-05  States the characteristics of current flow. 

ST140-06 Explains that current is proportional to resistance 

circuit. 

ST140-07  Explains resistor values, tolerances, and ratings

ST140-08  Explains how a magnetic field is produced around 

ST140-09  Explains the principles of the d.c. motor.

ST140-10  Explains the principles of electric power generation. 

Applies electrical knowledg

ST140-12  Explains control of lighting and heating circuits. 

ST150-01 States the role of research and design in gaining new 

knowledge and solutions to new problems. 

ST150-02  Describes the stages in the design and pro

ST150-03 Uses an accurate technical vocabulary. 

States th

systems. 

ST150-05  States the forms and types on energy. 

ST150-06 States the principles of operation of magn

vehicles. 

ST150-07 Recognizes the sources of energy used in transportation 

systems. 
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ST150-08 Analyzes the performance of systems for effective ope

Applies tests and improvement procedures t

 ration. 

ST150-09 o check the quality 

 speed, acceleration, 

ST150-11  mputer and software to control a mechanical system. 

d control. 

e 

 

ST160-02   the main factors that contribute to good health. 

 

ST160-05  armful effects of smoking. 

 

ST160-07  l effects of drug abuse. 

 

ST160-11  s the calorie content of a meal. 

 

. 

ents. 

of systems. 

ST150-10 States the relationship between velocity,

and deceleration. 

Uses a co

ST150-12  Recognizes the concepts of systems an

ST150-13 States the possible impact of transportation systems of th

future. 

ST160-01 Plans on how to improve health and well-being. 

Describes

ST160-03  States the effect of blood pressure and pulse on health. 

ST160-04 Investigates risks to health. 

Defines the h

ST160-06 Defines the harmful effects on alcohol abuse. 

Defines the harmfu

ST160-08  Identifies ways of dealing with stress. 

ST160-09  Explores the main features of a healthy diet. 

ST160-10 Identifies the importance of nutrients. 

Identifie

ST160-12  Recognizes the importance of exercise on health.

ST160-13  Recognizes the importance of maintaining personal health

ST160-14  Investigates the impact of technology on medical treatm
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ST170-01  Recognizes basic body organizations and functions. 

rts. 

edical field. 

lfunction / disease. 

ight is important. 

echnology. 

on society. 

rsonnel. 

mulate, launch, record, and  

 and 

e required to launch 

l rockets. 

ST170-02  Describes the structure of a human cell. 

ST170-03  Describes the position and function of body pa

ST170-04  Explains the functioning of the senses. 

ST170-05  Identifies what vital signs are. 

ST170-06  Explores a range of technologies used in the m

ST170-07  Uses technology to recognize body ma

ST170-08  Explains why monitoring infant body we

ST170-09  Explains the role of the renal system. 

ST170-10  Explains the importance of medical material properties. 

ST170-11  Identifies the medical solutions to kidney failure. 

ST170-12  Describes various job functions in the medical field. 

ST170-13  Describes different fields in biomedical t

ST170-14  Investigates the impact of orthotics and prosthetics 

ST170-15  States the responsibilities of medical pe

ST190-01  Uses a range of techniques to si

   evaluate rocket flight. 

ST190-02  Draws similarities and differences between model rocketry

   space technology. 

ST190-03 States practices and procedures that ar

model rockets. 

ST190-04  Uses software to manipulate data relating to mode
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ST190-05 Investigates space technology using scientific laws and 

chnology. 

terms of support processes and 

ms of importance to space 

ST190-10  rt processes related to space technology. 

ST190-13 plication of formulas for calculating height / 

y. 

ents of a communication system. 

 nd. 

ST200-03  basic process of radio communication. 

e link. 

principles. 

ST190-06  Identifies the forces that are important in space te

ST190-07  States factors that are necessary to achieve space flight. 

ST190-08  Investigates space systems in 

   applications.  

ST190-09 Describes propulsion syste

technology. 

Describes suppo

ST190-11  States factors that are important in launch vehicle design. 

ST190-12  Evaluates the impact of space technology on society. 

Practices ap

velocity. 

ST190-14  Examines propulsion systems used with space technolog

ST190-15  Performs experiments to demonstrate the effects of gravity. 

ST200-01  Identifies the basic elem

ST200-02 Explores basic principles of communication using sou

Outlines the 

ST200-04  Explores wire cable communication. 

ST200-05 Explores how electromagnetic waves are used in 

communication systems. 

ST200-06 Explores the process of sending information across a 

microwav
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ST200-07  Recognizes the difference between omnidirectional and 

   unidirectional transmission. 

ST200-08  Investigates the basic properties of electromagnetic waves. 

icrowaves. 

tion 

 

ST200-14  ite communications. 

  

in 

ST220-05  ood software use. 

g the use of 

ques. 

ST200-09  Recognizes microwaves as electromagnetic waves. 

ST200-10  Recognizes the reflection power of waves. 

ST200-11  Investigates the penetration power of m

ST200-12 Recognizes applications of electronic communica

technology. 

ST200-13 Examines the principles and application of radar. 

Investigates satell

ST200-15  Explores the benefits that new technology has brought to

   communication systems. 

ST220-01 Determines the purpose and operations of specific elements 

a computer system. 

ST220-02  Explains disk drive operations. 

ST220-03  Uses the computer to complete tasks. 

ST220-04  Identifies input procedures. 

Recognizes g

ST220-06  Explores the mechanisms and processes underlyin

   computers. 

ST220-07  Identifies the output capabilities of a personal computer. 

ST220-08  Outlines variety in display techni
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ST220-09 Deduces communication possibilities in computer 

communication. 

ST220-10  Identifies the basic elements that form a computer system. 

puter system. 

ications. 

s. 

mputers in control of external devices. 

d has 

ided publishing plays 

ST230-02 edge of the uses of computer aided 

 create a 

ol. 

ST230-08 

ST220-11  Identifies individual elements of a com

ST220-12  Recognizes multimedia appl

ST220-13  Identifies programming element

ST220-14  Identifies the control and expansion properties of computers. 

ST220-15  Identifies use of co

ST230-01  Identifies different types of computer aided publishing, an

an understanding of the role computer a

in society. 

Indicates a knowl

publishing. 

ST230-03  Demonstrates technical and personal skills required to

   publication. 

ST230-04  Recognizes the computer as a design to

ST230-05  Indicates a knowledge of typography. 

ST230-06  Calculates page size. 

ST230-07  Defines computer aided publishing. 

Indicates the knowledge of the role of computer aided 

publishing. 

ST230-09 Defines career roles associated with computer aided 

publishing. 
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ST230-10  Identifies printing techniques used in the computer aided 

   publishing industry. 

. 

production methods. 

ction methods. 

 t. 

ST240-01  ments of a robot. 

 

ST240-03  e quality of different grippers. 

er sources that drive robots. 

anufacturing. 

. 

ell. 

bot 

 a robot work-cell. 

mmed control of 

mation. 

ST230-11  States letterpress printing techniques. 

ST230-12  States lithographic printing techniques

ST230-13  Describes publication 

ST230-14  Identifies a knowledge of color produ

ST230-15 Identifies some applications which require a grid layou

Identifies ele

ST240-02 Recognizes the principle features of a robot. 

Compares th

ST240-04  Identifies elements of a robotic system. 

ST240-05  States some of the basic pow

ST240-06  Indicates the impact of automation in m

ST240-07  Identifies suitable applications for robots

ST240-08  States some characteristics of a robot work c

ST240-09  Determines the importance of decision making in a ro

   control. 

ST240-10  Programs a robot sequence into

ST240-11 States some basic characteristics in the progra

a robot. 

ST240-12  States why sensors are important in auto

ST240-13  Calculates output of a robot using basic multiplication. 
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ST240-14  Calculates cost of robotic elements using basic addition and  

tion. 

ansfer using mechanical power systems. 

chanical 

ST260-03   how mechanisms can be used to change speed and  

T260-05  Identifies types of gears. 

gear ratio. 

nical advantage. 

echanisms. 

echanical systems. 

ons of cams and followers. 

   subtraction. 

ST240-15  Demonstrates the basic knowledge of robotics and automa

ST260-01  Shows energy tr

ST260-02  Describes methods of transferring energy using me

   systems.  

Explains

   direction. 

ST260-04  Builds and uses mechanical systems. 

S

ST260-06  Explains the importance of safety procedures when using 

   mechanisms. 

ST260-07 Uses results and observations to solve problems about 

mechanical systems. 

ST260-08  Describes the use of pulleys. 

ST260-09  Solves problems using 

ST260-10  Identifies lever systems. 

ST260-11  Calculates mecha

ST260-12  Investigates common applications of m

ST260-13  Recognizes friction as a factor in m

ST260-14  Recognizes the use of an incline plane. 

ST260-15  Investigates applicati
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ST270-01 Identifies fundamental properties and components of 

pneumatic systems. 

ST270-02  Evaluates pressed air as a medium for transferring energy in 

f pressure. 

matic components. 

mbols. 

tandard symbols. 

ST270-10 lity of pneumatics for particular  

 to pneumatic problems. 

plication of pneumatic 

 the flow 

 ntrol. 

ST290-04  ustrial control components and systems. 

   fluid power systems. 

ST270-03  Investigates the concept o

ST270-04  Investigates the function of simple pneu

ST270-05  Investigates the importance of pneumatic symbols. 

ST270-06  Recognizes functions of pneumatic components from sy

ST270-07  Identifies pneumatic components from s

ST270-08  Recognizes applications of pneumatic systems. 

ST270-09  Identifies how pneumatics is used in industry. 

Evaluates the suitabi

applications. 

ST270-11  Evaluates proposed solutions

ST270-12  Researches text to find commercial ap

   systems. 

ST270-13 Investigates the use of valves as devices that control

of direction. 

ST290-01 States the impact of technology in the field of industrial 

control. 

ST290-02  Evaluates the use of control systems. 

ST290-03 Documents the technological advances in industrial co

Describes ind
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ST290-05  Identifies manufacturing systems. 

ST290-06  Defines elements of industrial control equipment. 

ST290-07  Creates industrial control programs. 

 

ST290-09  es of ladder logic. 

 

ST290-11  adder logic to control an industrial process. 

e a ladder logic program 

ork cell is linked to PLC  

t. 

puter 

n. 

of flick books. 

 in  

ST300-04 a PC-based animation package to 

. 

ary tasks required to animate a simple 

ST290-08 Outlines the conventions of programmable logic control. 

Details featur

ST290-10 Defines advanced features in ladder logic. 

Applies l

ST290-12 Applies the design process to complet

for sorting components. 

ST290-13  Explores the use of sensors in industrial control. 

ST290-14  Determines which element of the w

   output. 

ST290-15  Links inputs to a boiler system outpu

ST300-01  Describes the process of animation and the impact of com

   technology on the art of animatio

ST300-02  Recalls the origin of animation and the use 

ST300-03  Recalls some of the problems and solutions associated

   producing a simulated TV sequence. 

Demonstrated the use of 

create characters in a simple animated production

ST300-05  Recalls features of the computer animation package. 

ST300-06 Recalls the prim

sequence. 
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ST300-07  Recalls some control features used in animating a human walk. 

S 0  Recalls some techniques used to enhT300- 8 ance the underwater  

, and 

 

   

 fish 

ST300-12 ple sound effects to an animated movie and 

 of making an animation, using basic 

ages. 

re-production plans. 

 

ST310-05  nology. 

to video. 

   animation. 

ST300-09  Recalls the difference in signals used in computers, videos

   television. 

ST300-10 Recalls some control features used to add seaweed to the  

underwater animation. 

ST300-11  Recalls the primary tasks required to animate multiple

   actors. 

Records sim

transfer the composite result to video tape. 

ST300-13  Recalls the procedure for the recording, and use, of sound 

   effects. 

ST300-14  Solves problems in designing and producing an animation. 

ST300-15  Calculates the cost

   multiplication. 

ST310-01  Uses a camcorder to record im

ST310-02  Operates a video camera. 

ST310-03  Makes video p

ST310-04 Chooses appropriate video technology hardware. 

Combines computer software and video tech

ST310-06  Edits recorded video imaging. 

ST310-07  Dubs sound on
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ST310-08  Composes video shots. 

ST310-09  Adds titles to video. 

ST340-01 Uses a range of IT equipment and software to create 

ics into a document. 

ment. 

 software. 

 

m reference material. 

rding to their properties and behavior. 

om given descriptions. 

 ts safely 

    

jection molder 

ST350-06 e physical and mechanical properties of materials 

e and refine 

presentations. 

ST340-02  Incorporates text and graph

ST340-03  Edits and sorts information in a docu

ST340-04  Identifies and uses common functions in computer

ST340-05 Identifies and uses software function tools to format a

document. 

ST340-06  Interprets information fro

ST350-01  Classifies materials acco

ST350-02  Identifies materials fr

ST350-03 Uses a plastic injection molder to manufacture produc

and accurately.

ST350-04  Identifies procedures for using a thermoplastic in

   safely and accurately. 

ST350-05 Identifies safety precautions needed when working with 

hazardous processes. 

Identifies th

and relates these to their uses. 

ST350-07  Compares the hardness of materials. 

ST350-08 Investigates the processes used to manufactur

different materials. 
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ST350-09 Identifies the processes in using wood, metal, or plastic to 

evaluates a range of products. 

ing of 

 

ST350-13  als. 

lastic injection system. 

 

ST370-02   relate distance on maps. 

 

ST370-05  te technical vocabulary to identify GPS and 

ompass points. 

 

ST370-09  r lines. 

ate positions on the 

make a part. 

ST350-10  Investigates disassembly and 

ST350-11 Identifies materials and processes used in the manufactur

a floppy disk. 

ST350-12 Compares the thermal properties of materials. 

Compares the density of materi

ST350-14  Recalls the use and parts of a thermop

ST350-15 Differentiates between fixed and variable costs for 

manufacturing. 

ST370-01 Uses and interprets maps and plans at a variety of scales. 

Uses scales to

ST370-03  Uses simple grid references to identify points on a map. 

ST370-04 Investigates the theory and applications of a navigation system. 

Uses an accura

   navigation. 

ST370-06  Identifies the relationship between c

ST370-07  Identifies locations from given coordinates. 

ST370-08 Classifies maps relevant to purpose. 

Interprets contou

ST370-10  Uses coordinate system to help plan routes. 

ST370-11 Uses GPS hardware and software to loc

Earth. 
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ST370-12  Uses information from GPS accurately. 

ST370-13  Identifies from text an application and the meaning of GPS. 

d longitude relative to known locations. 

e GPS  

igital cameras. 

ponents of a digital camera. 

graphy. 

 

   applications of digital photography. 

. 

s and applications involving digital 

p 

ic image. 

ring 

ST370-14  Predicts latitude an

ST370-15  Compares predicted with actual latitude and longitud

   reading. 

ST380-01  Identifies the parts and operation of d

ST380-02  Identifies the various com

ST380-03  Determines the importance of lenses in photo

ST380-04 Researches and investigates photographic techniques and  

ST380-05  Defines shot composition in photography

ST380-06  Identifies the need for lighting in photography. 

ST380-07  Evaluates the requirements for getting a clear picture. 

ST380-08  Compares conventional and digital filters. 

ST380-09 Identifies career

photography. 

ST380-10 Uses a digital camera and a computer to create a deskto

published product. 

ST380-11 Recognizes the process of image manipulation using a 

computer. 

ST380-12  Identifies how text is added to a photograph

ST380-13 Identifies computer based special effects for alte

photographic images. 
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ST380-14  Locates an appropriate background graphic. 

hic ST380-15 Recognizes basic technical problems with photograp

images. 
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Appendix D 

Table 4 

Frequency of the Technology Modules Competencies 

Matching Wisconsin Performance Standards 
 
                                                                 W
Modules 
 

   A 
8 

       B 
8 

      C 
8 

      D 
8 

  
isconsin State Standards 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2  4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 3

ST120-01 x  x  x                        

ST120-02                     x        

ST120-03 x                            

ST120-04                      x       

ST120-05             x                

ST120-06       x          x x           

ST120-07                  x           

ST120-08                   x          

ST120-09                         x    

ST130-01                             

ST130-02                             

ST130-03 

 

 

x  x   x                       

ST130-04       x                      

ST130-05  x             x              

ST130-06                      x       

ST140-01                      x       

ST140-02                             
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Modules    A 

 
       B 

 
      C 

 
      D 

 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 8 8 8 8

Competency                          1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5

ST140-03          x                   

ST140-04                             

ST140-06         x             x       

ST140-05                             

ST140-07                             

ST140-08                     x        

ST140-09                             

ST140-10                             

ST140-11       x                      

ST140-12                             

ST150-01       x            x x           

ST150-02       x            x           

ST150-03                     x        

ST150-04      x      x                 x  

ST150-05                             

ST150-06                     x     x    

ST150-07         x                    
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     Wisc s  S at  S n a s
Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

on in t e ta d rd  

 

ST150-11 

     x                   x  

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST150-08         x                    

ST150-09         x         x           

ST150-10          x                   

        x x  x                 

ST150-12          x                   

ST150-13   

ST160-01 x  x  x x                     x  

ST160-02                             

ST160-03                             

ST160-04                             

ST160-05      x                      x  

ST160-06      x                      x  

ST160-07                             

ST160-08                             

ST160-09                             

ST160-10                             

ST160-11                             
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST160-12                             

ST160-13                             

ST160-14 x  x  x x                     x  

ST170-01 

                            

         x                   

         x                   

ST170-02 

ST170-03 

ST170-04          x                   

ST170-05                             

ST170-06 x x x                          

ST170-07                 x  x           

ST170-08                             

ST170-09          x                   

ST170-10                      x       

ST170-11                 x  x           

ST170-12     x                       x  

ST170-13   x   x                        

ST170-14 

 

     x                    x   
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 

ST190-03 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST170-15                           x  

ST190-01  x x       x                   

ST190-02   x                          

 x x       x                   

ST190-04                   x     x     

ST190-05 x  x                          

ST190-06  x x                          

ST190-07  x x       x                   

ST190-08   x       x                   

ST190-09   x        x                   

ST190-10   x            x              

ST190-11                             

ST190-12   x  x   x                      x

ST190-13  x                           

ST190-14   x       x                   

ST190-15   x               x           

ST200-01          x                   
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                      Wisconsin State Standards 

 

ST200-05 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST200-02  x                           

ST200-03          x                   

ST200-04          x                   

  x       x                   

ST200-06          x    x              x 

ST200-7                             

ST200-08   x                          

ST200-09          x    x               

ST200-10                             

ST200-11              x               x

ST200-12   x   x                        

ST200-13   x             x              

ST200-14   x    x    x                  x

ST200-15   x      x  x   x               x  x  

ST220-01      x  x      x           x        

ST220-02         x    x                 

ST220-03  x     x      x x     x       x       
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 

ST220-07 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST220-04         x                    

ST220-05  x          x  x x              

ST220-06  x       x x                   

        x                    

ST220-08  x  x                 x        

ST220-09                             

ST220-10         x x                   

ST220-11         x x                   

ST220-12  x       x      x              

ST220-13         x x                   

ST220-14          x    x x              

ST220-15            x    x x              

ST230-01  x    x                 x        

ST230-02  x  x                 x        

ST230-03  x    x           x              

ST230-04               x    x           

ST230-05  x   x                         
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                      Wisconsin State Standards 

 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST230-06         x     x               

ST230-07                     x        

ST230-08  x  x                 x        

ST230-09       x                      

ST230-10  x             x      x        

ST230-11                     x        

ST230-12               x              

ST230-13               x              

ST230-14               x              

ST230-15               x              

ST240-01  x   x                 x        

ST240-02  x  x                         

ST240-03                             

ST240-04  x  x                 x        

ST240-05  x   x                 x        

ST240-06 x                            

ST240-07  x   x                         
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 

ST240-11 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST240-08  x  x                         

ST240-09                          x   

ST240-10                     x    x    

                    x    x    

ST240-12                             

ST240-13         x                    

ST240-14              x               

ST240-15  x  x                 x        

ST260-01  x x       x                   

ST260-02          x                   

ST260-03  x          x     x              

ST260-04  x           x  x   x              

ST260-05  x              x              

ST260-06                             

ST260-07               x     x        x   

ST260-08          x                   

ST260-09 

 

                 x           
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 

ST260-13 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST260-10          x                   

ST260-11                  x        x   

ST260-12  x x            x              

                            

ST260-14  x             x              

ST260-15  x             x              

ST270-01          x                   

ST270-02  x            x x              

ST270-03                             

ST270-04          x                   

ST270-05                             

ST270-06                             

ST270-07                             

ST270-08  x        x                   

ST270-09               x              

ST270-10  x              x              

ST270-11       x            x x           
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Modules    A 

8 
       B 

8 
      C 

8 
      D 

8 
  

                     Wisconsin State Standards 

 

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST270-12               x              

ST270-13                      x       

ST290-01  x  x                         

ST290-02               x              

ST290-03 x x  x                         

ST290-04         x x                   

ST290-05          x                   

ST290-06         x x                   

ST290-07          x                   

ST290-08                             

ST290-09                             

ST290-10                             

ST290-11                             

ST290-12                             

ST290-13         x x     x              

ST290-14         x   x                 

ST290-15         x                    
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ST310-02                             

 
                                                                 Wisconsin State Standards 
Modules 
 

   A 
8 

       B 
8 

      C 
8 

      D 
8 

  

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST300-01 x                            

ST300-02                          x   

ST300-03       x           x           

ST300-04  x        x                   

ST300-5                      x       

ST300-06                      x       

ST300-07                      x       

ST300-08                      x       

ST300-09                      x       

ST300-10                      x       

ST300-11                      x       

ST300-12                      x       

ST300-13                      x       

ST300-14       x          x x           

ST300-15              x               

ST310-01                             
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                                                                 Wisconsin State Standards 
Modules 
 

   A 
8 

       B 
8 

      C 
8 

      D 
8 

  

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST310-03                    x         

ST310-04              x               

ST310-05  x                           

ST310-06                             

ST310-07                      x       

ST310-08                             

ST310-09                             

ST340-01                      x       

ST340-02  x                           

ST340-03                             

ST340-04            x      x           

ST340-05            x      x           

ST340-06                      x       

ST350-01  x x                          

ST350-02  x                           

ST350-03         x x                   

ST350-04         x x                   
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                                                                 Wisconsin State Standards 
Modules 
 

   A 
8 

       B 
8 

      C 
8 

      D 
8 

  

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST350-05  x             x              

ST350-06              x x       x       

ST350-07              x   x x    x       

ST350-08               x       x       

ST350-09               x       x       

ST350-10                             

ST350-11               x       x       

ST350-12                 x x    x       

ST350-13              x   x     x       

ST350-14         x x  x                 

ST350-15              x               

ST370-01              x               

ST370-02   x                          

ST370-03                             

ST370-04                             

ST370-05               x      x        

ST370-06                             
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                                                                 Wisconsin State Standards 
Modules 
 

   A 
8 

       B 
8 

      C 
8 

      D 
8 

  

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST370-07                             

ST370-08                             

ST370-09                             

ST370-10                           x  

ST370-11               x              

ST370-12                             

ST370-13              x               

ST370-14                     x        

ST370-15                    x    x     

ST380-01 x              x              

ST380-02                             

ST380-03   x            x              

ST380-04                  x      x     

ST380-05                             

ST380-06              x               

ST380-07                             

ST380-08 x              x              
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                                                                 Wisconsin State Standards 
Modules 
 

   A 
8 

       B 
8 

      C 
8 

      D 
8 

  

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 

ST380-09  x                      x     

ST380-10          x    x               

ST380-11               x              

ST380-12          x                   

ST380-13          x     x              

ST380-14              x               

ST380-15                 x            
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Appendix E 

Table 5 

Number and Percentage of Scantech Technology Module Competencies That Meet 

Wisconsin Technology Education Performance Standards For The Eighth Grade      

WI Standard  # of Competencies  % of Competencies 
 

A.8.1    12    5 

A.8.2    46    18 

A.8.3    30    12 

A.8.4    16    6 

A.8.5    8    3 

A.8.6    9    3 

A.8.7    11    4 

B.8.1    24    9 

B.8.2    52    20 

B.8.3    0    0 

B.8.4    9    3 

B.8.5    1    <1 

B.8.6    20    8 

B.8.7    39    15 

C.8.1    10    4 

C.8.2    20    8 

C.8.3    2    1 

 

C.8.4    2    1 
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C.8.5    19    7 

C.8.6    27    10 

D.8.1    4    2 

D.8.2    5    2 

D.8.3    5    2 

D.8.4    10    4 

D.8.5    4    2 
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